
Host Cheryl says:
Indications are that the team is in disarray, and O'Rourke is somewhat out of control.  An Away Team, disguised as Charnokan natives, is prepared to depart to planet's surface.

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya itself, to prevent detection by the Charnokan natives, is hiding behind a moon.

Host Cheryl says:
Correction:  Away Team is about to depart; destination to be clarified at beginning of mission :-)

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  Between a Rock and a Hard Place>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission:  Between a Rock and a Hard Place>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Ekaf says:
::at post::

CTO_Esjam says:
::Waiting in the shuttlebay for orders::

SO_Drum says:
:: Is in ME with EO:: EO: Let's go to the Holodeck to test this thing!

EO_Lira says:
:: Waiting by holodeck 1 for Ens Drum::

MO_Suder says:
::in sickbay, wondering if CSO's new lung is done yet::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::on her way to the Shuttlebay, having picked up new comm badge en route::

OPS_Jameson says:
::sitting at OPS staring into space::

SO_Drum says:
::Walks to TL::

EO_Lira says:
SO: yep lets go

CSO_Hazzem says:
::in sickbay on a biobed reading::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO* I need to have a physical as soon as you get a chance. Thanks. Ekaf out

SO_Drum says:
TL: Deck 9 holodeck 1

Host T`Varik says:
@::In Lab checking the results of an analysis::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::testing comms badge:: *Bridge* Can you read me?

MO_Suder says:
*CTO*: I meant to mention to you before you left, em, there's a memorial service being planned for Ref, would you speak at it?

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CNS* As soon as possible, I would like to see you. Thanks.

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::enters shuttlebay::

EO_Lira says:
:: in Turbolift::

Co_Bolitho says:
*XO* You have your orders, depart for Charnok

SO_Drum says:
::steps out at deck nine and walks to holodeck one::

OPS_Jameson says:
*CNS*: loud and clear

Matt Fitzgerald says:
@::watches as researches stoically get on with their duties, trying to ignore the pandemonium that has just caused him to sedate O'Rourke::

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: as soon as I can fit you in I'll call you

SO_Drum says:
::Enters holodeck::

EO_Lira says:
Computer: run program Lira simulation 7

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO* thank you

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
*FCO*: I guess it will have to wait until we are returned from wherever we are going Ensign

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
*OPS*: Thanks

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::in the Lab looking at the latest emissions::

SO_Drum says:
EO: so let's give it a shot!

EO_Lira says:
SO: ok so sensors are outward bound

CTO_Esjam says:
*MO* I'd be glad too, thanks for asking me

T`Varik says:
@::sighs as he makes notes to a PADD ::

SO_Drum says:
EO: have you uploaded the data into the holographic core?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::checks status at FCO, all is fine::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::looks around, noticing how different everyone looks with nose modifications::

EO_Lira says:
SO: I have

OPS_Jameson says:
::looks around the Bridge::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik:  T'Varik, have there been any changes?

EO_Lira says:
SO: deflectors online

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets go

XO_Jean says:
*CO* : Sir, I'm standing by for orders... 

MO_Suder says:
*CTO*: thank you. by the way, you never did get to debrief me on Away-Team protocols.  ::smirks::

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets fly this thing into sight

XO_Jean says:
:: In Shuttlebay ::

Co_Bolitho says:
*EO* Lt. have you began your preliminary testing yet?

CMO_Viper says:
::in turbolift on route to shuttlebay::

SO_Drum says:
::In holodeck flying the ship into the sight of the sensors::

EO_Lira says:
*CO* Aye sir were starting now

MO_Suder says:
::moves over to regenerator to see how that lung is doing::

T`Varik says:
@Matt: A few in the scans, I made some adjustments to the computer matrix which gives us finer discrimination on the data ::offers Padd::

EO_Lira says:
SO: Deflectors working

SO_Drum says:
EO: It seems to be working until now

OPS_Jameson says:
::runs the third sensor sweep of Charnok in 10 min::

EO_Lira says:
SO: What happened

MO_Suder says:
::takes a peek inside::

CTO_Esjam says:
::Knows that tone:: *MO* I will fully debrief you upon my return doctor ::Grins::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::takes PADD:: T'Varik:  Thanks.  Any news from the other two?  ::knows what the answer will be::

SO_Drum says:
EO: I've simulated the solar wind

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::walks to Matt:: Matt: Here are some more results...their very promising...

EO_Lira says:
:: Looks at SO::

SO_Drum says:
EO: their sensors are offline, now we should go for it!

MO_Suder says:
*CTO*: thank you..um, sir. I look forward to it  ::bits her bottom lip to stop herself from laughing::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::wondering if she should board the shuttle which is prepped and ready::

XO_Jean says:
*CNS* : counselor, please report to Shuttlebay

T`Varik says:
@Matt: No , none yet ::sighs:: a real mess

EO_Lira says:
SO: We cannot put their sensors off line

OPS_Jameson says:
::Self:  almost glad it's quiet,  I've only been here about a month, and I get the bridge!!!::

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: Sir...uh Maam, All is quiet at my post. Permission to leave bridge for a short time?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
XO: I am here Sir!

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::looks at the PADD::  Opsburg:  I hope so.  It'll be the first piece of good news we've had in days.

MO_Suder says:
::looks over at CSO on his biobed, feels really badly for him::

XO_Jean says:
:: Boarding the shuttle ::

SO_Drum says:
::manoeuvres the ship past the satellites but not really gracefully::

EO_Lira says:
SO: It would cause to much notice

XO_Jean says:
CNS : counsellor, let's get the show on the road...

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::wonders if her disguise is so good that XO does not recognize her::

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO: where are you heading?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::hands PADD to T'Varik:: T'Varik:  What do you make of this?

XO_Jean says:
*CO*  Captain, I need clear orders...

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::gets into shuttle::

OPS_Jameson says:
::tries to sound like a Captain::

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: Sickbay sir...Ma’am. Sorry

MO_Suder says:
::moves over to CSO::  CSO: how you feeling today, Hazzem?

SO_Drum says:
EO: the shields functioned right, didn't they?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: Indeed....but we shouldn't rush it

EO_Lira says:
SO: We need to pass through as though we are not there

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO:  find someone to take your station and report to sickbay Ekaf

XO_Jean says:
*OPS* : Shuttle Porsches requesting undocking authorisation

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::sits in the shuttle, wondering who is flying it::

T`Varik says:
@Matt: I think that the weapons build-up, is gradually taking its toll on their environment

EO_Lira says:
SO: you put their sensors off line, didn’t you?

SO_Drum says:
EO: you mean they saw us this time.......

FCO_Ekaf says:
OPS: thank you si..ma’am

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: As long as I can breath, I'll be great, how's work?

EO_Lira says:
SO: Yep

OPS_Jameson says:
:: presses buttons::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg/T'Varik: Especially with Starfleet threatening to come down.  I hope they don't.  They could wreck years of research by just meeting with one of these people

EO_Lira says:
SO: Ok lets start again

FCO_Ekaf says:
*FCO Luckman* report for bridge duty

OPS_Jameson says:
*XO*: authorised Sir

SO_Drum says:
EO: we have to work on our comms, I thought you were going to do that

FCO_Ekaf says:
::leaves bridge and heads for SB::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik:  Suggestions?

XO_Jean says:
*OPS* : please open the main shuttlebay doors..

SO_Drum says:
EO: Right, I fly you do the shields?

Co_Bolitho says:
*XO* Since you didn't hear them the first time, you are to assume command of the research station, and arrange the evacuation of the all federation personnel and technology back to the Seleya! You are then to track down the rogue scientists

MO_Suder says:
::smiles and sits on the edge of CSO’s biobed::  CSO: I am glad to report that you won't have to put up with me much longer, your lung is just finished. Wanna get started?

OPS_Jameson says:
:: opens doors::

T`Varik says:
@Matt: I fear our brethren already may have

EO_Lira says:
SO: OK

OPS_Jameson says:
*XO*: done Sir

EO_Lira says:
SO: Lets go

FCO_Ekaf says:
<Replacement FCO arrives at bridge and assumes Ekafs post>

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: I think the damage is already done....T`Vok is already at the South base...

SO_Drum says:
::flies the ship again now more gracefully::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::enters sickbay and looks round::

SO_Drum says:
EO: solar flare coming up

EO_Lira says:
:: puts deflectors online checking frequency::

T`Varik says:
@Tim: We don't know that , we just suspect it

XO_Jean says:
*CO* : sir I recommend since it is a clear violation of a research protocol and as such a violation of the prime directive I recommend that you inform the Federation counsel of your decision...

OPS_Jameson says:
::lets out breath in one big WHOOOSH::

CMO_Viper says:
::runs into shuttlebay since he's late::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::closes eyes and hopes for a swift resolution to the political problems here::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik:  Well, if they have, then Starfleet can only make it worse.  Tim, keep trying to hail T'Vok.

EO_Lira says:
SO: Don’t do the solar flare

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: well, yeah, but for sure I'll miss sickbay and you specially ::smiles::

SO_Drum says:
::fully focused on flying past the sensor array::

SO_Drum says:
EO: It will be there when we really go for it!

XO_Jean says:
*CO* : I will carry your orders at the best of my abilities but it would be preferable to check that with them...

Co_Bolitho says:
*XO* My orders stand Commander!

EO_Lira says:
SO: We dont need a solar flare

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: uh, Doctor?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@T`Varik: I know, but he is a very determined man...never quits...

CMO_Viper says:
::gets on the shuttle just in time::

XO_Jean says:
*CO* : aye aye Captain...

MO_Suder says:
::smiles sweetly at CSO::  CSO: you are too charming for your own good, you know that?...I'm going to put you to sleep now.  ::gives CSO a sedative ::

XO_Jean says:
CNS : counsellor.. are you ready...

EO_Lira says:
SO: the shields will get us through but keep it at the same speed

SO_Drum says:
EO: I know but at the planned time it WILL arrive

MO_Suder says:
::looks around and sees FCO in SB:: FCO: did I call you Ens?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::opens eyes:: XO Yes - I am here and ready .... how long before we leave Sir?

SO_Drum says:
Computer: resume program

T`Varik says:
@Tim : True, unfortunately this is one time I may be tempted to wish another Vulcan to "break a leg"

XO_Jean says:
cns : we were waiting for the doctor...

CSO_Hazzem says:
::falls asleep with a big smile on his face::

OPS_Jameson says:
::looks around bridge nervously::

Co_Bolitho says:
::grasps the table edge and wonders to himself why he has to repeat himself::

XO_Jean says:
CMO : are you ready doc ?

CMO_Viper says:
XO: Ready sir.

SO_Drum says:
::flies around the sensors::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik/Opsburg:  Okay, T'Varik, I need you to keep an eye out for any further damage caused by the Charnock, Tim, just....keep trying

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::closes eyes again::

EO_Lira says:
SO: Okay were through

OPS_Jameson says:
::walks to the Big Chair as another sensor sweep of Charnok runs::

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets beam them down

OPS_Jameson says:
:: sits in the Big Chair::

XO_Jean says:
:: Undocking procedure - leaving Seleya ::

EO_Lira says:
SO: Lets take the shields down

CMO_Viper says:
::sits down beside Counsellor::

SO_Drum says:
::beams the virtual crew down::

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: uh no doctor, but it was all quiet up on the bridge, and I uh kind of...I..kind of need to talk to someone, and as the CNS is away, I thought you would be the next best person to hear me, if it is Ok with you?

OPS_Jameson says:
Self:  wow, this is really comfortable

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The shuttlecraft clears Seleya, and sets out

XO_Jean says:
:: transmitting flight plan and crew manifest ::

MO_Suder says:
::walks past FCO and retrieves the box with CSO's lung in it::  FCO: well?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::nods to Matt:: T`Varik: Yeah....your completely right..

XO_Jean says:
:: Initiating jamming frequencies ::

EO_Lira says:
:: waits on SO::

CMO_Viper says:
Cns: Is something wrong counsellor?

T`Varik says:
@::goes back to the Lab ::

EO_Lira says:
SO: well

XO_Jean says:
:: setting course full impulse ::

OPS_Jameson says:
::monitors sweep on the console by the armrest::

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::walks back to the Lab::

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: But if you don't want to I can leave

Co_Bolitho says:
::realises he desperately needs to relax::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CMO: No Sir ... just a little nervous

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: I'm going ahead with Hazzem's surgery now, just thought you'd like to know sir

SO_Drum says:
EO: they got scrambled because I forgot to wait

Co_Bolitho says:
*MO* Do you still want to see me for a medical?

SO_Drum says:
LEO: lets do that part over again

EO_Lira says:
:: Starts laughing::

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO:I will just leave...sorry to disturb you..

XO_Jean says:
%Cns : suggestion on our landing point

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::goes back to the communications console::

EO_Lira says:
OSO: Beam then down now

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;turns and heads for door::

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  go ahead.

SO_Drum says:
::softly laughs because of his own stupidity::

CMO_Viper says:
Cns: About the mission?

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: I do sir, I'll be finished with Hazzem shortly, can you come down in a few minutes?

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: The shuttle enters the planets upper atmosphere

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO:  Close to the scientists I would think Sir?

SO_Drum says:
::beams the crew down::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  Seleya from Charnock Observation post, please respond

Co_Bolitho says:
*MO* I will see you shortly

MO_Suder says:
FCO: if you're not needed on the bridge you can wait till I'm finished here

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: thank you sir

SO_Drum says:
EO: mission successful

XO_Jean says:
:: Landing the shuttle ::

OPS_Jameson says:
Com: Fitz:  Seleya Responding

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*:will do

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO:oh..well thank you..thank you very much. ::sits on spare bio-bed

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets inform the captain

Co_Bolitho says:
*EO* Status report Lt.?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  As the shuttlecraft enters the atmosphere, a sudden power drop occurs

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: The shuttles sensors identify two aircraft on an intercept course

MO_Suder says:
::can't help but smile as she listens to FCO's voice::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM :Seleya:  I was wondering if you had decided when we were going to visit your ship?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::notices the lights dim::

MO_Suder says:
::begins to work carefully on CSO::

OPS_Jameson says:
Com: Matt:  we have a shuttle heading to your position, it is suitable protected against the civilisation's own sensors

FCO_Ekaf says:
::sits in absolute silence, not wanting to disturb MO::

SO_Drum says:
*CO* : we have just finished, the EO is checking some last minute data

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Matt: hold all transmissions for a moment

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO* Keep me informed Ensign

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  You're coming down?  Why didn't you tell us?  I thought I told you to belay that!

MO_Suder says:
::cuts open CSO's chest cavity, careful not to disturb the holo-lung::

OPS_Jameson says:
::notices 2 glitches on the sensor sweep::

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::still working on the results::

SO_Drum says:
EO: are we ready to do it real time?

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : please take tactical...

SO_Drum says:
EO: I informed the bridge we were ready

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik/Opsburg:  They're coming down!

MO_Suder says:
::affixes twoO2 converters to his jugular veins in his neck, and turns off the holo-lung::

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : please take ops

Pilot says:
*Unidentified aircraft* You are violating Northern alliance airspace, please identify yourself

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: Will do.

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::looks at Matt:: Matt: That isn't good!!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::raises her eyebrows .... and goes to a console .... initiates a tactical sweep:: XO: Aye Sir

EO_Lira says:
SO: okay if the CO okay with it

MO_Suder says:
::can sense FCO is getting bored::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  Do you have any idea of the implications of your actions?

CMO_Viper says:
%::moves over to the ops station::

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets get to ME

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : lock on the aircraft pilot and transport him onboard...

SO_Drum says:
:: go's to TL::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::isn't bored, but nervous::

EO_Lira says:
Computer: end program

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO:  There are a couple of aircraft approaching

MO_Suder says:
::removes the new lung from the box and carefully places it into CSO's chest cavity::

XO_Jean says:
CNS : initiate a tractor beam on the aircraft...

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Matt: I asked for communications silence, please comply.

SO_Drum says:
::waits for EO: TL: Main engineering

EO_Lira says:
:: takes TL to ME

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: Locating...ready.

CMO_Viper says:
%::initiating transport::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::his breathing slows down a little bit::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM :Seleya:  Seleya, please respond!

Pilot says:
*Unidentifed aircraft* Please respond or we will be forced to fire, you are in violation of Northern Alliance airspace

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : tactical analysis and firing solution...

SO_Drum says:
::gets out of the TL::

Co_Bolitho says:
::steps onto the bridge:: OPS: Status report

NPilot_II says:
#::locks on with proximity mass fused weapons ::

OPS_Jameson says:
::stands up:

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::walks to Matt:: Matt: Don't listen to them....they're ruining everything....

MO_Suder says:
::affixes it to his bronchiole and begins to close up::

EO_Lira says:
:: Runs to Main engineering::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::watches MO work::

SO_Drum says:
::starts working on the shield modifications::

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : red alert- raise shields

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO:  Sir ... we should not interfere with the aircraft .... maybe talk and pretend to be someone other than Starfleet?

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* Prepare to engage

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: there are 2 crafts intercepting the shuttle,  I've also asked for comm silence with the surface, Sir

EO_Lira says:
:: Checks frequencies again::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::raises the shuttle's shields::

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : beam him onboard...

NPilot_II says:
#Pilot: Number one , I have lock

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  We must try to save what we can.  Monitor their news channels; see if you can find out if they've been discovered!

MO_Suder says:
::checks CSO's vital signs, stable::  Self: phew!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: I cannot beam anyone aboard with the shields up Sir!!!!

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: See if we can jam their vessels scanning frequencies?

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: yes sir

EO_Lira says:
SO: are we ready

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: Understood....  ::walks to the comm unit::

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* We have no response and must assume intruder is hostile, fire at will

NPilot_II says:
#Pilot: One, best Radio base ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::is pleased to know Hazzem will be fine::

SO_Drum says:
::sees a strange anomaly on his screen and rectifies it::

NPilot_II says:
#::Fires::

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : ok... electronic countermeasures...

MO_Suder says:
::closes up without a hitch::

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* No time

Pilot says:
::Fires::

OPS_Jameson says:
::works on jamming signals::

EO_Lira says:
SO: are we ready

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Minor damage to shuttlecraft, by planetary aircraft vessel...

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: Sir?

NPilot_II says:
#::Fires again ::

SO_Drum says:
EO: lets tell the Captain

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  You have probably just caused mass panic on this planet.  you cannot request radio silence now.  What are your intentions, Seleya?

CMO_Viper says:
%

MO_Suder says:
::leaves CSO sleep for a while, de-gowns and walks over to FCO::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::waits for MO to finish nervously::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: Captain??

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Last round of fire misses....

EO_Lira says:
*CO* we are ready when you are pick a speed and we will match it sir

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: Sir .... if we beam a pilot aboard, his ship will crash ....

XO_Jean says:
%:: Setting course to atmosphere ::

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* I have never seen anything like that before. Must be a southern super weapon, can you get a picture?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::watches the comm trafic::

MO_Suder says:
::picks up a PADD::  FCO: um, Ens Ekaf right?

NPilot_II says:
#Pilot: That is all but one more volley

EO_Lira says:
:: Gets everything online::

MO_Suder says:
::reads it as she nears FCO::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  Tim, anything?

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO:Yes, Eman on a friend to friend basis...

NPilot_II says:
#*Pilot:* Gun Cameras are on

Co_Bolitho says:
COM: Research Centre: An away team is in bound to evacuate the centre and all personnel

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  U.S.S. Seleya, please respond!

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: I have had some success in manipulating their sensors

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jams start to work.... shuttle disappears momentarily on the aircraft sensors

SO_Drum says:
*CO*: ready to engage operation "Duck Blind"

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* Take the shot and run like hell

NPilot_II says:
#*Pilot* Where did they go ? I lost them

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::puts hands over eyes and prays::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  Is that Captain Bolitho?

MO_Suder says:
::smiles::  FCO: well, welcome aboard, sorry I couldn't see you sooner, but its been bedlam around here lately

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO* Are you sure it will work Ensign?

OPS_Jameson says:
:: holds breath::

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: I understand.

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: No indication so far that they know about the shuttle....

SO_Drum says:
*CO* we tested it on the holodeck sir

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : firing solution ?

Co_Bolitho says:
COM: Research Centre: Is it Dr Fitzgerald

OPS_Jameson says:
Self:  this is it....my first bridge stint and I've caused planet wide chaos

NPilot_II says:
# *Pilot* I will fire on their projected course

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* They can't just have disappeared, search pattern Gamma. I'm calling this one in

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  Try the military communication channels

EO_Lira says:
:: Waits nervously::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: No Way Sir ..... the Prime Directive applies!

MO_Suder says:
::looks over at CSO's biobed, sees his vital signs are stable enough to wake him now:: FCO: will you excuse me for a second?   ::skips over to CSO::

NPilot_II says:
#::fires::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  This is Dr. Fitzgerald.

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO:of course.

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : This is a direct order...

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jamming signals kick in, and block sensors of the aircraft

SO_Drum says:
*CO* can we engage the system sir?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::nods to Matt and tries the Military channels::

MO_Suder says:
::gives him 10mg of inimazine to wake him up slowly::

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : Beam the man aboard...

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: jamming signals fully operative sir

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : beam the pilots aboard...

SO_Drum says:
*CO* I will pilot the ship in the preset flight

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO* Set it up Ensign, tell me when it working

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Shuttle: can u reply??

SO_Drum says:
EO: do you best!

NPilot_II says:
#*Pilot* Suggest we call for replacements and Return to Base

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: Sir .... we must NOT interfere here .... and I will NOT beam the pilots aboard .... their craft will crash

EO_Lira says:
SO: Its online now

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: Sir, the Prime Directive does apply.  I think we should beam him aboard.

SO_Drum says:
::Walks to TL::

MO_Suder says:
::sees CSO come back slowly:: CSO; good morning

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : ok you are removed from duty...

SO_Drum says:
*CO* the systems are oonline and I'm onm my way

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Shuttle:  you are now invisible to the crafts

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::looks the XO straight in the eye:: XO:  Sorry Sir!

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: Nice work doctor!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::wakes up slowly, his eyes aim at MO:: MO: goof morning to you too ::smiles::

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO* Negative Ensign we have a FCO for just that!

Pilot says:
*NPilot_II* Agreed, lets head for home once they get here. This could be the prelude to a southern attack

XO_Jean says:
:: Energising ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
<good>

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Bolitho:  Repeat, this is Fitzgerald.  Boltiho, do you copy?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::sits back and prepares to make a report::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jean gets a good lock, and beams the pilot aboard.

OPS_Jameson says:
COM:  Shuttle:  please respond!!!

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : you are to erase the events in the brain of the pilots...

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: We're invisible to the other air crafts.

EO_Lira says:
:: Sighs as its working::

Co_Bolitho says:
COM: Fitzgerald: I read you!

NPilot_II says:
#*Pilot* I hope not, that thing just vanished ...

MO_Suder says:
CSO: you have to rest for a while. I'll be right back OK?

SO_Drum says:
*CO* I'll have to explain it to him it is a difficult procedure

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: I've found something....come and take a look..

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: ok

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Seleya:  Hold, Seleya.

CMO_Viper says:
COM: Seleya:  Go ahead.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Pilot II meets with dead air... no response from Pilot

XO_Jean says:
:: Transporting all the pilots one by one... continuing to jam the signal as it was a storm ::

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO* Explain it to him then!

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* I need to match your speed

NPilot_II says:
#::watches the other plane spiral down out of control ::

SO_Drum says:
::steps out onto the bridge::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::goes over to Tim:: Opsburg:  What is it?

Pilot says:
::Materialises on the shuttle. Shocked but pull a revolver::

MO_Suder says:
::returns to FCO::  FCO: see what I mean?...hectic.  ::scans FCO::  FCO: so what do you think of Seleya so far?

SO_Drum says:
CO: I will sir

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: I am getting no response from the shuttle

NPilot_II says:
#::gets the heck out of Dodge ::

Co_Bolitho says:
*FCO*  Report to the bridge!

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Shuttle:  Respond,

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::sees a Pilot appear and swears to herself::

SO_Drum says:
CO: Sir the FCO is absent

FCO_Ekaf says:
MO: it is fine, but I have only met 3 people. got to go..

CSO_Hazzem says:
::closes his eyes and tries to get used to the new lung::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CO*AYE sir!

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  What is it, Tim?

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* what speed are you going to do

NPilot_II says:
#::Goes nap of the Earth ::

Pilot says:
%All: What the hell is this??

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: The Military are explaining the shuttle as an possible attack from the South...it could trigger a war!!!

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: Do we have them on the sensors?

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* situation?

MO_Suder says:
FCO: understood,  ::watches FCO run from Sickbay::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Jean was able to transport only one shuttle aboard; remaining pilots break off

SO_Drum says:
::Goes to console to preset certain parameters::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::leaves sickbay and enters TL::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
::looks in horror:: Opsburg:  No......  ::runs to the communications console::

CMO_Viper says:
%COM: Seleya:  Go ahead.

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM Boltiho:  Fitzgerald to Bolitho, respond immediately!

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: we have the ship on sensor, but they are not responding to hails

MO_Suder says:
::returns to CSO's side::   CSO: just you and me now  ::smiles jokingly::

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* everything’s online take her in but tell me the speed your going

Co_Bolitho says:
*SO*  The FCO is on his way Ensign you just make sure your system works!

XO_Jean says:
:: Setting interception course - transporting pilot onboard ::

Pilot says:
%All: No one move, you ::points at CNS:: What is going on???

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* Warp 7

NPilot_II says:
#:::Landing his craft  at base ::

Co_Bolitho says:
COM: Fitzgerald: I read you Dr?

MO_Suder says:
::scans CSO::  CSO: how's that new lung feel?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::smiles:: MO: what's that supposed to mean exactly?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@self: This is getting out of hand...

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: CMO: can we have a report on the incident with the crafts?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::runs into bridge and takes post::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%Pilot:  Welcome Mr. Pilot .... I am not sure what is going on!

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: Can we see if the shuttle is in trouble?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM :Bolitho:  Congratulations, Starfleet, you have just started a civil war!

SO_Drum says:
::Explains the flight vectors to FCO::

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* try warp 5 and i know we will be okay

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: feels great, i could go back to work right on

FCO_Ekaf says:
::listens to SO::

Pilot says:
%CNS: Are you from the Southern Alliance?

MO_Suder says:
::smiles and continues to scan CSO::

NPilot_II says:
#::taxis up to the hanger::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* understood, Warp 5!

CMO_Viper says:
%COM:  We're beaming the pilots onto the shuttle as we speak.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: I have just made contact with Dr. Viper

SO_Drum says:
::Has completed his instructions to the FCO::

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: and what’s happening Ensign?

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: they are beaming civilians to the shuttle!!!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%Pilot:  Just come and sit by me .... this gentleman ::pointing at the XO:: will explain the situation to you

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* ready when you are :: Crosses fingers::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::sets speed to warp five ::

SO_Drum says:
::Goes to science station to monitor the systems::

MO_Suder says:
CSO: not so fast. I have a few tests to run first. A lung transplant is a serious thing, you know...

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* engaging....

CMO_Viper says:
%::looks back at the Pilots::

NPilot_II says:
#::hops out of the plane and demands they unload the gun camera footage ::

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: What??

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: CMO: please hold

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : erase the pilot memory about the events...

FCO_Ekaf says:
::engages::

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* Acknowledge

Co_Bolitho says:
::ignores Fitzgerald’s comments::

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: but you can do these tests later, right doctor?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::frantically checks readings::

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::walks to Matt:: Matt: We did what we could.....let Starfleet clean up the mess!!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%Pilot: And there is no need to point that weapon at me!

OPS_Jameson says:
COM:CMO: can you put me thought o the XO please?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Bolitho:  What do you have to say, Starfleet?

Pilot says:
%XO: No one moves until I know what’s going on here

MO_Suder says:
::looks CSO straight in the eyes::  CSO: no, I cant, now lie still

SO_Drum says:
CO: Sir the flight was successful we are behind their sensors

EO_Lira says:
:: Monitors deflectors and frequencies::

SO_Drum says:
FCO: nice bit of flying!

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: I'm being put through to XO

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* Your reading on the warp drive?

CMO_Viper says:
%COM:  The counsellor and myself were ordered to do this.  The XO will be on momentarily.

NPilot_II says:
#::watches as plane after plane scrambles ::

SO_Drum says:
*EO* you can shut the systems down it has worked!

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: thanks...::grins::

XO_Jean says:
:: setting sonic weapons on stun - firing on the pilot ::

Co_Bolitho says:
SO: Are you saying that we can move into orbit?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::sees no point of resisting:: MO: aye aye ::lies down::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::smiles ingratiatingly at the Pilot::

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* your doing fine

Pilot says:
%::Sees the Xo moves and fires hitting Marti in the leg::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Pilot falls, hit by Jean's fire

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: CMO: I get the feeling that the captain want to talk to Jean

MO_Suder says:
::scans CSO again:: CSO: O2, CO2, H2O transfer seems fine

FCO_Ekaf says:
::flies the ship gracefully:: SO:not bad for the first time on a galaxy class ship!

SO_Drum says:
CO: yes sir, as long as we stay behind their sensors

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: CMO: what was that static burst?

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::walks back to the comm channel::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::is shocked at the XO firing within the shuttlecraft - wonders what else will go wrong::

Pilot says:
%::Drops like a stone::

MO_Suder says:
CSO: a little less pleural fluid than I would like, but that'll soon fix itself...

Co_Bolitho says:
SO/FCO: Get us in orbit I want to know wants going on down there?

CMO_Viper says:
%COM: Hold on.

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* let me know if anything even slightly goes wrong!

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@COM: Bolitho:  Bolitho?  Do you hear me?  I demand you answer for this!

EO_Lira says:
*CO* Sir once we are in orbit you should be able to use transporter’s

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO:uh, Aye sir!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: Sir - how could you do that!!!!!

SO_Drum says:
*EO* you did great

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: we are being told to hold by the shuttle,  I don't like the sound of it Sir

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: Captain want to talk to you!

MO_Suder says:
::continues concentrating on her readings:: CSO: alvelole-broncheole attachment is stable...

FCO_Ekaf says:
*EO* I am going to drop from warp now!

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: CMO: I'll hold

FCO_Ekaf says:
::drops from warp::

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: They changed the story.....they said it was an UFO....probably some politics stuck their nose in it...

Co_Bolitho says:
::gestures to OPS to close the channel down to the surface::

XO_Jean says:
:: Setting course back to Seleya ::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::moves over to the Pilot and checks his injuries::

CMO_Viper says:
%::runs over to pilot::  CNS:  Hand me that medkit!

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: Lets hear him

EO_Lira says:
*FCO* Ok we are behind there sensors now

XO_Jean says:
%:: Full impulse ::

OPS_Jameson says:
:: closes channel to surface, masking it with static::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::gracefully moves the ship into a geosyncronous orbit::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: nearly there sir!

SO_Drum says:
CO: we can use everything now sir, scanners sensors transporters, they won’t know it

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:you ready?

OPS_Jameson says:
::puts shuttle comm over bridge speakers::

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: Communications traffic indicates that the Northern Alliance has increased the alert status of it's military

MO_Suder says:
::closes tricorder::  CSO: Hazzem, you are fit for duty, just be careful OK?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%:: is shocked rigid ... hands medkit to the CMO::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::turns to Opsburg::  Opsburg:  You're kidding?  ::turns back to the comm console:  COM : Bolitho:  Boltiho, it looks like you are in luck - they're reporting you as a UFO......

SO_Drum says:
FCO: yes let's go

XO_Jean says:
COM : Seleya : requesting landing authorisation

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: XO: can you respond?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::ship enters orbit:: CO: Seleya is in orbit!

OPS_Jameson says:
::looks at captain for authorisation::

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: Clear the shuttle for landing

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: But they increased their alert status...the south may see that as a hostile act!!

T`Varik says:
@Matt:::walks out of lab :: I have a sudden burst of Ozone in the air from the north, looks like a general mobilisation

OPS_Jameson says:
XO: you are clear for docking in shuttle bay 4

FCO_Ekaf says:
::turns the ship slightly to help shuttle::

SO_Drum says:
*EO* you've done it!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::working with the CMO to stabilise the Pilot's condition::

CMO_Viper says:
%::opens medkit while the pilot goes into shock.  Administers hypospray::

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: Ok doc ::gets up:: thank you Kes, I need to talk to you, how about coffee in the lounge at 2100 hours?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  Oh, no.  T'Varik:  Implications?

XO_Jean says:
COM : seleya : acknowledged

SO_Drum says:
FCO: and to you off course

EO_Lira says:
SO: Ok shields can come down now

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: We need to get back to the ship!

XO_Jean says:
:: Transmitting eta and crew manifest ::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: do you have any idea what has just happened?

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: Or this man will die.

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:only a few degrees! easily compensated!

T`Varik says:
@Matt: I Fear a civil war , say WWII terran ? but with more modern weapons ?

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : why should he die ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::compensates::

MO_Suder says:
::shrugs:: CSO: sure...I'll try and be there   ::would really like to know why CSO needs to talk with her::

CMO_Viper says:
%XO: He's in arrest!!!!

Tim_Opsburg says:
@Matt: I'll keep monitoring them...as soon as I find something I'm gonna "shout"...

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::whispering:: CMO: Sir ... how could he do that?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@T'Varik:  You mean we're looking at the Charnok equivalent of the post-atomic horror?

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: how long have you been on Seleya?

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: I'll see you then ::walks out of sickbay to turbolift:: TL: Bridge

XO_Jean says:
%CMO : you have a full medical equipment right here...

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@Opsburg:  Bless you, Tim.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::carefully monitors readings::

OPS_Jameson says:
COM: Shuttle: is everything okay?

MO_Suder says:
::wonders what CTO will say when she tells him she's having coffee with the CSO:: Self: mmm

Co_Bolitho says:
OPS: Scan the surface, locate the research centre and beam it and everything up! I want Fitzgerald on the bridge ASAP

CMO_Viper says:
%::extremely upset by XO's actions::  XO: I have a medkit!!

SO_Drum says:
FCO: for four weeks now

XO_Jean says:
:: landing ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: my first...

Tim_Opsburg says:
@::smiles and walks back to the comm channel::

T`Varik says:
@Matt; Pre-Holocost, right now, with the other to follow very very very soon

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: Seleya enters orbit undetected, but collides with a satellite destroying it totally

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: what is it like?

OPS_Jameson says:
::locks onto the research centre and beams it into cargo bay 2

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%XO: Sir ....this is a disaster ....why did we beam this man aboard anyway?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
@::stares at the table in disbelief:: Tim:  I don't believe it.

SO_Drum says:
ALL: we hit a satellite!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::quickly tries to see what happened::

OPS_Jameson says:
::jolts forward as collision takes place::

XO_Jean says:
%CNS : you are under arrest...

EO_Lira says:
:: Smiles as the duck blind is working::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: shields unaffected sir

T`Varik says:
@Matt: In other words , we have a ringside seat to "Armegedon"

CSO_Hazzem says:
::arrives at the bridge, walks up to the captain:: CO: Lieutenant Hazzem Abdel-Hamid reporting for duty, sir

MO_Suder says:
::jumps as she hears a rumble::

Co_Bolitho says:
::notes the destruction of the satellite and glares angrily at the FCO::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%::shrugs:: XO: If you say so Sir

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:i didn't see it on nav sensors! you will have to warn me!

SO_Drum says:
FCO: What happened there?

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: And another, they are so primitive they have no transponders for the ship to steer by

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: sorry...

SO_Drum says:
FCO: two degrees port!

Co_Bolitho says:
FCO: If its not to much trouble lets try not destroy any more satellites

CMO_Viper says:
%Cns: He's stable for now, but administer this if his readings drop below 60/100 BP.

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*: you are currently in the cargo Bay aboard the Seleya

SO_Drum says:
CO: they will certainly notice down there

CMO_Viper says:
%::passes hypospray and tricorder to Cns::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
%CMO: Surely Sir .... but I am under arrest it seems

MO_Suder says:
::sighs and begins to tidy up after CSO's op::

FCO_Ekaf says:
:two degrees port:: CO: permission to speak frankly sir?

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*: please come up to the Bridge to meet with the Captain

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*: What?!!!

EO_Lira says:
SO: is everything okay up there

XO_Jean says:
:: walking toward the turbo lift - Bridge ::

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: Comm signals start to come in for the destroyed satellites

SO_Drum says:
*EO* we hit two setellites

Co_Bolitho says:
FCO: permission denied

SO_Drum says:
*EO* fake their signals quickly

T`Varik says:
Matt: YUou might want to warn whomever here, immediately

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
T'Varik:  Confirm our location

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The research team has beamed aboard, when the Seleya entered orbit

XO_Jean says:
:: Entering bridge ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: yes sir.. ::sighs to self::

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*: the mission has gone slightly awry and the Captain wishes to see you.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::walks over to Science 1:: SO: Ensign

Tim_Opsburg says:
Matt: Why are we here..?

XO_Jean says:
CO : I need to speak to you in your ready room

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*:  I'll bet he does

SO_Drum says:
CSO: sir:: stands up from his console::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: shall I go to meet Mr Fitzgerald?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
Tim:  I have no idea

MO_Suder says:
::continues tidying slowly:: Self: it's really all or nothing in here these days, isn't it?

CMO_Viper says:
*OPS*:  Emergency transport to SickBay.  Two to beam Now!!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::swerves ship to avoid another satellite::

EO_Lira says:
*SO* All covered lets not hit another one

OPS_Jameson says:
:: performs emergency transport::

Co_Bolitho says:
::nods at the XO and heads for the RR:: OPS you have the bridge and keep Dr Fitzgerald waiting outside until I'm finished with the XO

SO_Drum says:
FCO: do it on visual

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
T'Varik:  Confirm, are we on the Seleya?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::gets off the shuttle and wonders who will escort her to the brig::

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: report Ensign

Tim_Opsburg says:
::looks around::

CMO_Viper says:
::materialises in Sick Bay with pilot::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:aye..::turns on visual::

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*:  there is an ens. coming to take you up to the bridge

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: The Northern Alliance increases it military readiness by another level due to its missing satellites

XO_Jean says:
:: Entering Ready room ::

T`Varik says:
Matt: I presume so, as it is the only known ship about

OPS_Jameson says:
:: talks to invisible ensign who goes to meet Matt::

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
*Bridge*: Please inform the Captain that I am under arrest and reporting to the Brig

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*:  Oh, an ensign?  How considerate.,

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: Report

MO_Suder says:
::sees CMO appear in Sickbay::  CMO: welcome home sir

SO_Drum says:
CSO: we have circumvented the sensors but are now trying to avoid them, they do not send out any pulses for navigation

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
T'Varik/Tim:  How are we going to clear this one up?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::takes the TL ....:: Brig!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::dodges another satellite::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::is shocked:: *CNS* acknowledged counsellor

T`Varik says:
Matt: I have no idea at present

FCO_Ekaf says:
::plots a course that avoids all satellites::

XO_Jean says:
CO : Sir I have to inform you that I will have to form a formal complaint to the Federation counsel concerning a direct violation of the prime directive

OPS_Jameson says:
*CNs*:  huh?!  I mean, yes Cns.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Get this man on stimulators.  His heart is in shock.

XO_Jean says:
CO : I have also to inform you that I have put counsellor Lerner under arrest for disobeying a direct order...

OPS_Jameson says:
*CO*: sorry to interrupt you Sir, but I have been told to tell you that CNS is under arrest and is currently in the Brig

Co_Bolitho says:
::Glares at the XO angry at his words::

SO_Drum says:
CSO: we could make an old fashioned radar?

Tim_Opsburg says:
Matt: We did what we could, but the best way would be to bring back that pilot for starters...

CMO_Viper says:
MO: He's not used to energy of that magnitude and the XO shot him onboard the shuttle.

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Good idea ensign, let's do it

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
Tim:  What pilot?

T`Varik says:
Matt: I think the Terrans referred to this as a "Godian knot " ?

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: What happened with your shuttle?

MO_Suder says:
::immediately grabs a cortical, cardiac and neural stimulator and rushes over to CMO::

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: The pilot goes into arrest

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: can I help?

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
T'Varik:  Yes, we do.  And I don't like it

SO_Drum says:
::makes a radiating pulse from the secondary sensor array::

EO_Lira says:
:: Go’s about routine duties::

SO_Drum says:
FCO: no this is easy

XO_Jean says:
CO : the shuttle have been detected and I had to take action to limit the contagion but my efforts failed...

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::the Turbolift takes a while to get there .... but eventually arrives::

Tim_Opsburg says:
Matt: The missing pilot that they were talking about...

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:ok..

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*: we have a very complicated situation on our hands, I'm sure the Ens. Will be qualified to take you to the Bridge

MO_Suder says:
::has a terrible flash-back, trues to ignore it as best she can::

T`Varik says:
Matt; What we need is Alexander to tell us how to cut it

CMO_Viper says:
MO: thank you.  ::attaches cortical and neural stimulators to head and cardiac stimulator to chest::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
Tim:  Oh, no!

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::walks into the brig area:: Ensign Dlzy:  I think you should lock me up .... the XO has placed me under arrest

SO_Drum says:
FCO: you should have a radar on your console now

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: So you panicked when the systems aboard the shuttle failed and you beamed a Charnok civilian aboard?

XO_Jean says:
CO : I used the he standard de-contagion procedure but we were not able to limit the spread.. we were not able to recuperate all the pilots

MO_Suder says:
::mans the controls::  CMO: setting all three at lowest intensity...

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: No effect on the pilot

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
<Dlzy>:: is shocked, but gestures to a holding cell::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::brings up specs about 20th century radar functions:: SO: enter these specs into the sensors

SO_Drum says:
FCO: this way you can avoid everything

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: I have it..thanks

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*:  I'm glad you at least appreciate the complexity of the situation, Seleya.  Where is your ensign?

EO_Lira says:
:: Checks duck blind is okay::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Good.

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO: understood

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::walks in and sits down - furiously angry::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Lifesigns?

MO_Suder says:
::activates stimulators::

XO_Jean says:
Co : absolutely not... we had to erase their memory to prevent the contagion.. as described in the general orders

MO_Suder says:
::scans::  CMO: minimal sir

SO_Drum says:
CSO: all done sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: great, let's try it now

CMO_Viper says:
::grabs tricorder and scans heart::

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: and above that the you still have to shoot the pilot??

MO_Suder says:
::sets for continuous scans::

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: No lifesigns, the brave, yet innocent pilot, has died. struck down by Starfleet 

SO_Drum says:
::taps controls:: FCO: do you have blips now?

MO_Suder says:
CMO: again...I'll try again...Clear

XO_Jean says:
CO : actually it has been stun on a minimal power setting...

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Dammit!  Nothing!

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:got them...adjusting orbit course...:;adjusts:: done.

XO_Jean says:
CO : lesser than that it would have been to shot him with tilenols

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
::composing a full report in her mind::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: His heart had an overload!

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*: has the ensign arrived yet?

MO_Suder says:
CMO: increasing to 45% ::activates stimulators again::

SO_Drum says:
CSO: how are you feeling?

OPS_Jameson says:
::prepares to send FCO to meet Matt::

Tim_Opsburg says:
::sees an ensign enter::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
Tim:  Tim, I want you to stay here, find out what you can - *Jameson*: No, Seleya, still waiting -

EO_Lira says:
:: Walks over to console picking up a  padd::

MO_Suder says:
::slams fist against console:: Damnit!

CTO_Esjam says:
ACTION: The medical staff can't revive the pilot

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
:sees the ensign enter: Tim:  T'Varik and I will try and resolve this

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: the fact that you had to shoot him is unacceptable Commander, now why is the CNS under arrest?

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: I'm feeling well thank you ensign, apparently I got a fresher lung

Tim_Opsburg says:
::looks at Matt and towards the ensign:: Matt: There...

CMO_Viper says:
MO: His heart is fried.  Useless.

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*:  She has arrived, now, Seleya.

SO_Drum says:
CSO: I am glad to hear that sir

T`Varik says:
Matt: If we can get the pilot near his wreckage of his plane...

OPS_Jameson says:
*Matt*:  I apologise for the inconvenience

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
*Jameson*:  You'll be apologising for a lot more, soon, Seleya.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Why did he have to shoot him?

XO_Jean says:
Co : anyway you gave a direct order to violate the prime directive... weather I stunned someone or not is not even significant

OPS_Jameson says:
::lets go of breath after about 10 hours::

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Thank you ensign, you have the bridge while I go and inform the captain of the counsellors situation

MO_Suder says:
CMO: we seem to be making a habit of this.

CTO_Esjam says:
::Enters the brig and sees the Counsellor:: CNS: ummmmm, what are you doing in my brig?

Tim_Opsburg says:
Matt: Let me beam down again...I can find out more on the surface...

OPS_Jameson says:
::WHOOOSH::

SO_Drum says:
CSO: yes sir

CMO_Viper says:
MO: It was so unnecessary

SO_Drum says:
::takes command::

Matt_Fitzgerald says:
Tim: No, I need you up here.  There's no telling what could happen down there now.

XO_Jean says:
CO : so what are we doing now ?

CNS_Rissa_Lerner says:
CTO: Well Lt - you heard the XO - he relieved me of duty when I made a protest, then told me I was under arrest ....

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Not to mention breaking the Prime Directive!!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::nods at the SO, walks over to the ready room and rings the chime::

FCO_Ekaf says:
SO:how come you get command! ::laughs::

Tim_Opsburg says:
Matt: Ok...

Co_Bolitho says:
XO: Commander as you so rightly pointed initially the shuttle’s deflectors and shields were more than enough to avoid detection!

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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